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Sep 21, 2010. Here's an explanation of some more commonly-used graffiti terms:. Blockie/
Blockbuster: Large, readable block-style letters, often created . A number of words and phrases
have come to describe different styles and aspects of graffiti.. .. straight letter: Also referred to as
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Sep 21, 2010. Here's an explanation of some more commonly-used graffiti terms:. Blockie/
Blockbuster: Large, readable block-style letters, often created . Nov 3, 2004. There are many
different styles of graffiti writing. Here are a. Blockbuster. Blockbuster letters are evenly spaced
and not too difficult to read. A number of words and phrases have come to describe different
styles and aspects of graffiti.. .. straight letter: Also referred to as "straights", "blockbusters" and
sometimes "simples" are a direct, blocky, more readable and simpler style of graffiti.
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BLOCKBUSTER: Big, square letters, often tilted back and forth and in. BUFF: Any means
employed by the transit authority to remove graffiti from trains.
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